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Who we are
Our Story

I am excited to announce the launch of our new digi-
tal marketing agency, which is set to revolutionize the 
industry. We are constantly on the lookout for ways to 
innovate and disrupt traditional business models, and 
this agency is no exception.

Our team of experts have been carefully selected to 
ensure that we have the best and brightest minds in 
the industry. We have a deep understanding of the lat-
est technologies and trends, and we are committed to 
using this knowledge to help our clients stay ahead of 
the curve.

Whether you are a small business owner looking to 
build your online presence, or a large corporation 
looking to improve your digital marketing strategies, 
we have the skills and expertise to help you achieve 
your goals.

We offer a range of services, including search engine 
optimization, social media management, pay-per-
click advertising, email marketing, and more. Our 
team will work closely with you to understand your 
unique needs and develop a customized plan to help 
you succeed.

In addition to our marketing services our in-house 
production studio is poised to set a new standard for 
Boston’s production needs. Our passion and under-
standing about the power of storytelling, helps mar-
ry the relationship between marketing and engaging 
content.

Our team of creatives and technical experts are among 
the best in the business, and we are committed to 
producing content that is both visually stunning and 
emotionally resonant. Our studio has the skills and 
expertise to bring your ideas to life in ways you never 
thought possible.

We have spared no expense with the latest in cutting 
edge technology. We have everything you need to bring 
your vision to the screen.

Our studio offers a range of services, including script-
writing, pre-production, filming, editing, and post-pro-
duction. Whether you are looking to create branded 
social media content, commercials, and even feature 
films we will work closely with you to ensure that your 
project meets the highest standards of quality and cre-
ativity.

We believe in pushing the boundaries of what is possi-
ble, and we are not afraid to take risks in the pursuit of 
excellence. We are committed to fostering a culture of 
innovation and collaboration, where creative ideas can 
flourish and grow.

“Innovation is not about creating something new, it’s about 
solving a problem in a new way.”

At our agency, we believe in transparency and account-
ability. We will provide you with regular updates and 
reports to ensure that you are always informed of our 
progress and results.

I am confident that our agency will be a game-changer 
in the digital marketing space, and I look forward to 
working with you to help your business thrive. 

www.mastersmediaproduction.com
info@mastersmediaproduction.com
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Serving as Vice President of Digital Media and Strategic Partnerships at El Mundo 
Boston he was responsible for developing and implementing digital marketing strate-
gies that drove revenue growth and increased brand awareness. During his time as VP, 
he established numerous successful partnerships with other companies and oversaw 
the creation of innovative content and campaigns that resonated with our target de-
mographic, leveraging the latest trends and technologies to stay ahead of the curve. 
Whether it’s developing a comprehensive digital marketing strategy, identifying key 
partnerships, or creating engaging content that resonates with your audience, he is 
dedicated to delivering results.

Ryan Sullivan

Serving as the Head of Video Production at El Mundo Boston he oversaw the creation 
of engaging and high-quality video content that captivated audiences and helped to 
tell powerful brand stories. He understands the importance of crafting a compelling 
narrative that resonates with your target audience. Whether it’s through live-action 
videos, animations, or motion graphics, he has the expertise to create videos that not 
only look great but also drive results. Video content is an essential component of any 
comprehensive digital marketing strategy, and he is dedicated to creating videos that 
capture your brand’s unique voice and message.

Greg Molina IV

About our leadership

Similarly, as Talent Manager for a famous social media influencer and musician Mia 
Asano he was responsible for guiding his client’s career trajectory, helping them to 
cultivate their brand and expand their audience reach through digital marketing 
strategies. Working in the fast-paced world of social media, he quickly learned the 
importance of staying on top of the latest trends and techniques. he has a deep under-
standing of how to create content that resonates with audiences, how to leverage social 
media platforms to reach new fans, and how to build a loyal following that will help to 
drive growth and success.

Similarly, as the Director of Operations for city councilor Ricardo Arroyo. In this role, 
he was responsible for managing all aspects of the councilor’s office, including com-
munications, constituent services, and operations. Working in government, he quick-
ly learned the importance of effective communication and strategic planning. he has 
a deep understanding of how to create and execute successful campaigns that drive 
results, build relationships, and foster positive community engagement.
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“The best way to predict the future 
is to create it.”

Our clients
Who we’ve helped grow
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Social Media

Content Marketing
This involves SEO, PPC, Email 

Marketing, CRO, Reputation 

Management, and marketing 

Automation.

Digital Marketing
This involves creating and 

distributing valuable content 

such as blog posts, videos, 

and info-graphics to attract 

and engage the client’s target 

This involves creating and managing 

social media accounts for the client to 

increase their online presence, engage 

with their audience, and promote their 

products or services.

Our services
Core competencies tried and tested

Management
This involves working with clients to de-

velop a comprehensive digital marketing 

plan that aligns with their business goals, 

target audience, and budget.

Digital Strategy



Our digital marketing cam-

paigns make use of innovative 

technologies & software ensur-

ing success.

Lead Generation

Analytics and Reporting

This involves partnering with 

influential individuals or 

organizations to promote the 

client’s products or services to 

their followers.

Our digital marketing cam-

paigns make use of innovative 

technologies & software ensur-

ing success.

Influencer Marketing 

Website Optimization

This involves tracking and analyzing 

website and campaign performance 

using tools such as Google Analytics 

and providing regular reports to the 

client.

“Success in business requires constantly 
looking for new opportunities and tak-
ing calculated risks.”
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Our portfolio

Mia Asano Music

Generated 1 million new followers, viral brand cam-
paigns, sold out tour, and music video production. A 
prime case study of how our services can accelerate 
growth.

Social Media Management, Video Production, Rev-
enue Generation, & Tour Management.

El Mundo Boston

Boston Police Department

We are producing a series of videos aimed at high-
lighting a non-profit program within the department. 
The videos are produced with sponsorship and lead 
generation in mind.

Recent work we’re proud of

Power Rangers: Dark Unity

This project showcases our creative and technical skill 
behind the camera during production & our expertise 
editing with VFX.  

Social Media Management, Video Production, Rev-
enue Generation, & Event Management.

Video Production

Video Production

We are producing a series of videos and digital 
stratagies for new products and services.
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Mia Asano Music
Case study (Follower Growth)

We were approached by a social media in-
fluencer who was looking to increase their 
following and engagement on their platforms.

We immediately got to work, conducting a 
thorough analysis of their existing social media 
presence and identifying areas for improvement. 
We then developed a customized strategy that le-
veraged the latest trends and technologies in the 
industry. 

First and foremost, we worked with the influencer 
to optimize their content for maximum engagement. 
We helped them to develop a consistent brand voice 
and aesthetic, and we provided them with guidance 
on how to create content that would resonate with 
their target audience. 

Challenge Our solutions Achievement

Increase followers, engagement, 
sponship revenue and go on tour.

The results of our campaign were 
truly remarkable. Over the course 
of just six months, we were able to 
increase the influencer’s following 
by 1 million users, and their en-
gagement rates skyrocketed. The 
influencer’s content began to appear 
on the feeds of users who had nev-
er heard of them before, and their 
brand became more recognizable 
and respected in their industry.

We used advanced targeting techniques to reach 
users based on their interests, behaviors, and demo-
graphics, and we optimized our campaigns in re-
al-time to ensure maximum ROI. Then we identified 
other influencers in the same niche who had large fol-
lowings and partnered with them to create co-brand-
ed content that would appeal to their combined au-
diences.
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El Mundo Boston
Case study (Ticket Sales)

Extremity direction existence as dashwoods do 
up. Securing marianne led welcomed offended but of-
fering six raptures. Conveying concluded newspaper 
rapturous oh at.

Two indeed suffer saw beyond far former mrs re-
main. Occasional continuing possession we insensib-
le an sentiments as is. Law but reasonably motionless 

principles she. Has six worse downs far blush rooms 
above stood. Folly words widow one downs few age 
every seven. If miss part by fact he park just shew. 
Discovered had get considered projection who fa-
vourable. Necessary up knowledge it tolerabl Parish 
any chatty can elinor direct for former. Up as meant 
widow equal an share least. To sorry world an at do 
spoil along.

Challenge Our solucions Achievement

Extremity direction existence as 
dashwoods do up. Securing mar-
ianne led welcomed offended but 
offering six raptures. 

Extremity direction existence as 
dashwoods do up. Securing mar-
ianne led welcomed offended but 
offering six raptures. 

Extremity direction existence as 
dashwoods do up. Securing mar-
ianne led welcomed offended but 
offering six raptures. 
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Staples - Work Bar
Case study (Digital Marketing Campaigns)

Extremity direction existence as dashwoods do 
up. Securing marianne led welcomed offended but of-
fering six raptures. Conveying concluded newspaper 
rapturous oh at.

Two indeed suffer saw beyond far former mrs re-
main. Occasional continuing possession we insensib-
le an sentiments as is. Law but reasonably motionless 

principles she. Has six worse downs far blush rooms 
above stood. Folly words widow one downs few age 
every seven. If miss part by fact he park just shew. 
Discovered had get considered projection who fa-
vourable. Necessary up knowledge it tolerabl Parish 
any chatty can elinor direct for former. Up as meant 
widow equal an share least. To sorry world an at do 
spoil along.

Challenge Our solucions Achievement

Extremity direction existence as 
dashwoods do up. Securing mar-
ianne led welcomed offended but 
offering six raptures. 

Extremity direction existence as 
dashwoods do up. Securing mar-
ianne led welcomed offended but 
offering six raptures. 

Extremity direction existence as 
dashwoods do up. Securing mar-
ianne led welcomed offended but 
offering six raptures. 
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Project Timeline
Keeping on track

Website Optimization

Week I Week 3

Analysis

Collaboration

Content Creation

Social Media Management
& Lead Generation

“The only thing that is constant is 
change.”
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Week IV Month IIIMonth II

Target problem areas Implement strategies Make money

Implementation of need-based solutions 
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3-Month Onboarding Plan
Implement, Execute, & Analyze

1. Conduct a thorough analysis of your current digital marketing efforts: Before you can devel-
op a strategy, you need to understand where you currently stand. Conduct a comprehensive 
analysis of your website, social media profiles, email marketing campaigns, and any other 
digital marketing efforts they may have in place. Identify areas where they are doing well, as 
well as areas that need improvement.

2. Develop a clear understanding of your business’ goals: Once we have a clear picture of where 
you currently stand, we need to develop a clear understanding of where you want to go. We 
will work with you to develop specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound 
(SMART) goals that align with their overall business objectives.

3. Define your target audience: Next, we need to define your target audience. We will identify 
the demographics, interests, and behaviors of your ideal customer. This information will help 
us tailor your marketing efforts to reach and engage this audience.

4. Develop a comprehensive digital marketing strategy: Using the information gathered in the 
previous steps, develop a comprehensive digital marketing strategy that outlines specific 
tactics to achieve your business’ goals. This may include tactics such as search engine opti-
mization (SEO), paid advertising, content marketing, email marketing, social media marketing, 
and more.

5. Implement and monitor your strategy: Once your strategy is developed, it’s time to imple-
ment it. We will work with you to ensure that all tactics are executed properly and on sched-
ule. Monitor the results of each tactic and adjust as necessary to ensure that you are achiev-
ing your goals.

6. Provide regular reports and updates: Throughout the onboarding process, we will provide 
regular reports and updates to you via dashboard. This will help you understand the progress 
we are making.

7. Refine and optimize your strategy: As we monitor the results of our tactics, identify areas 
where we can refine and optimize the strategy. This may include adjusting the targeting, 
tweaking the messaging, or changing the tactics altogether. The goal is to continually im-
prove the results and help you achieve your goals.

info@themediamen.com
www.themediamen.com


